
How to write for 

  

Claire Shaw, Education Editor, @ConversationEDU 

 



• Is a not-for-profit educational website, sharing evidence-based expertise. 

• We have websites based in Australia, the UK, US, sub-Saharan Africa & France 

and now The Conversation Global. 

• Our editors help academics translate complex work into clear English/French. 

• All of our articles stories are free to read or republish – which is how we reach 

millions more readers through global media outlets. 

Our monthly audience 
 

4.8 million users on our sites 

35 million article views 
including via republication in other media 

(as of March 2017) 



CDU’s global reach through The Conversation 

800k+ article views for CDU authors  

via The Conversation & global republication 



CDU’s best-read articles 



How can you get involved as an author? 



How we find new stories: email to media teams 

Expert request, 

sent to our 

members each 

weekday 

Does the media 

team know about 

your work & have 

your contacts? 



Or via our website 



Are you ready to answer these questions? 

• What's your story in one sentence? 

 

• Why is this interesting or significant for non-academic readers? 

 

• Do you have any photos, video, audio, graphs or other ways to 

illustrate your story? 

 

• Is this issue particularly relevant now, or looking ahead? Or are 

you suggesting this as a timeless ‘explainer’ of a commonly 

misunderstood issue? 

 

You’ll also be asked to choose a section to pitch to – and your 

best guess is fine. We’ll make sure it reaches the right editor. 



New research 

 

 

  

 

A story ‘hooked’ to a news event 

 

 

 

 

An ‘explainer’ 

 
 

What makes a good Conversation article? 



FactChecking a politician or influential figure 

 

 

 

 
 

A fresh (or contrarian) take on an old issue 

 

 

 

 

A new ‘listicle’ – especially if it offers solutions  
 

What makes a good Conversation article? 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aYLdaZWt9H8


But it is extremely competitive 

The Conversation Australia has just 18 section editors, who receive hundreds 

of pitches daily. We have to prioritise the pitches we can accept. 



Behind the scenes: how we edit stories together 



A draft article in progress: what authors see 



You can track who made changes & when 



We edit all our articles to be more ‘readable’ 



Authors must disclose conflicts of interest 



Authors retain final approval after editing 



Why write for us? 



Media, 

research 

collaboration, 

consultancy 

& other new 

contacts, 

sent directly 

to you. 

Good author 

profiles 

build reader 

trust. You 

can also link 

to social 

media, 

ORCID & to 

your own 

publications. 

A high-profile place to showcase your expertise 



Each author gets their own dashboard  
 



More than 80% of our readers are not academics 

By editing all our stories to be in clear, conversational English, we can help you reach 

far more people, including government and policy leaders, the public, 

teachers, business people and more – not just your peers.  



  

22,000+ republishers, here & internationally 



A trustworthy partner for the ABC & other media 

Since August 2016 we’ve built a closer collaboration with 

ABC News, with an ABC producer working from our head 

office. In the last three months of 2016 alone, there were   

4 million+ more article views for Conversation stories via 

the ABC, as well as dozens of radio & TV interviews. 

Read more: bit.ly/TCABCblog 

bit.ly/TCABCblog
bit.ly/TCABCblog


Geography is no barrier to a good story 



With clear writing, you can inform the world  

Global republication, including translations for German & Chinese media 



Why share research with the public? Here’s why  



 

 

 

Together, we can reach new & bigger audiences 

“I’ve always been cautious of doing 

media and had generally avoided it…  

Working with The Conversation on 

our Aboriginal Birth Cohort article 

was by far the best media experience 

I’ve had. I’d encourage other 

researchers to do it too.”  

 

– Dr Gurmeet Singh, Menzies School 

of Health Research 



The Conversation’s 

followed by the PM 

to ABC’s PM 

Our influential followers here & overseas 



Even Google is impressed 

“The Conversation has harnessed 

web technology to create a cutting-

edge writing platform and content 

management system.  

 

“It is a powerful tool for 

collaboration, content management 

and produces useful metrics.” 

 

– Google’s Head of News and 

Social Media, Richard Gingras 



FAQs about writing for The Conversation 

• What’s the average time to reply to pitches? Two business days. 
 

• What’s the average rejection rate? It varies by section & time, 

from a 50% to 90% rejection rate. Some sections receive far more 

pitches than others – especially Politics & Society. 
 

• How quickly can we publish? From the same day to months later.  

• How long is an average article? 700 words. 

 

• Do you publish in different formats? Yes! 

We also publish photo essays, comics, 

extended essays, interactive graphics, annual 

yearbooks, plus popular podcasts and videos. 

We’re always open to new ideas. 
 



Quick pitching & writing tips 

DO: Use The Conversation’s standard pitch processes: being 

nominated by your media team via our daily Expert Request email or 

via theconversation.com/au/pitches 

 

DO: Pitch as soon as possible, not when your issue is old news. 

 

DO: Use clear, conversational English, eg. ‘heart attacks’ not ‘acute 

myocardial infarctions’. Our main aim is to inform non-experts. 

 

DON’T: Draft entire articles before pitching, as we can’t commit to 

giving feedback on more than a standard pitch. 

 

Want more writing advice? Read our style guide: bit.ly/TCStyleTips 

https://theconversation.com/au/pitches
https://theconversation.com/au/pitches
http://bit.ly/TCStyleTips
http://bit.ly/TCStyleTips


More than words: our multimedia storytelling 



A final tip: read before you write 

• Scanning the morning newsletter is the fastest way to get a 

better idea of what we do – and don’t – publish 

• On social media? Find us @ConversationEDU 




